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Abstract

For the Eindhoven racetrack microtron, which has been de-
signed as a fixed–energy accelerator at 75 MeV, continuous
electron–energy variation between 45 and 90 MeV can be
obtained by taking the microtron’s orbit pattern as constant
and varying certain parameters. The microtron injector is a
linac producing electrons between 6 and 12 MeV. The mi-
crotron cavity potential and the magnetic guide fields must
be adapted to the injection energy in order to fulfil the syn-
chronism condition. The racetrack microtron’s transver-
sal and longitudinal acceptance are effected by electron–
velocity deviations from the speed of light, which are dif-
ferent for each extraction energy. An account of these ef-
fects is presented together with the energy–setting mea-
surements by using one of the microtron magnets as a spec-
trometer.

1 ISOCHRONISM

The Eindhoven racetrack microtron, see Fig. 1, has a
10 MeV, 2998 MHz travelling–wave linac (type M.E.L.
SL75/10) as injector. In the microtron a 5 MeV standing–
wave cavity accelerates the electrons 13 times, such that the
extraction energy is 75 MeV[1]. Although the microtron
has been designed as a fixed–energy machine[2], the ex-
traction energy can be varied continuously without changes
in hardware.

Figure 1: The 10–75 MeV Eindhoven racetrack microtron.

For isochronous acceleration the revolution time of each
orbit in the accelerator must be an integer multiple of the

RF–period,1/f0. The isochronism condition for the first
orbit is given by:

t1 =
2L

β1c
+

2π

Brec2
(E0 + Einj + Ecav) =

µ

f0
, (1)

with L is the microtron drift length,Br the resonant mag-
netic field of the 180 degrees bending magnets,E0 the elec-
tron’s rest energy,Einj the kinetic energy at injection,Ecav

the cavity potential,β1 the relative velocity in the first orbit
with respect to the speed of light, andµ the initial harmonic
number. For isochronism the time–difference between two
successive orbits,n andn − 1, must be an integer multiple
of the RF–period as well:

∆t =
2L(βn−1 − βn)

βn−1βnc
+

2π

Brec2
Ecav =

ν

f0
, (2)

whereν is the incremental harmonic number. This condi-
tion can only be fulfilled for all orbits if the electrons are
highly relativistic, i.e.,βn−1 = βn = 1. With this assump-
tion two basic relations for a racetrack microtron can be
derived, viz.

Ecav =
(

ν

µ − ν − 2Lf0/c

)
(E0 + Einj), (3)

and

Br =
2πf0

ec2

Ecav

ν
. (4)

The frequency,f0, and the injection energy,Einj , are
dictated by the linac–parameters, and have to be 2998 MHz
and 10 MeV, respectively. The incremental harmonic num-
ber, ν, is chosen 2 in order to get well–separated orbits
in the microtron (about 60 mm[2]). The cavity potential,
Ecav, is chosen 5 MeV. The drift length,L, and conse-
quently the initial harmonic number,µ, have to be suffi-
ciently large to create enough space for the cavity. For
µ = 26 the drift length,L, is given by Eq. (3), which
yields 0.99 m. The resonant magnetic field,Br, is given
by Eq. (4), and yields 0.524 T.

The isochronism condition is slightly violated as the par-
ticle velocity is not exactly equal to the speed of light.
This implies that it takes a particle a little longer to com-
plete an orbit. For the first orbit the extra time needed
is 4.7 ps, which corresponds to 5.1 degrees of the RF–
period. For the next orbits this phase–difference becomes
less as the particle velocity increases, viz. 3.1, 2.2, 1.6 de-
grees, etcetera. Isochronism is not effected seriously by
these phase–differences, as the stable phase–interval, given
by[3]:

∆φ = arctan
(

2
πν

)
, (5)
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equals 18 degrees for the Eindhoven microtron.
The use of two–sector bending magnets, see Fig. 2, in-

stead of homogeneous bending magnets does not violate
the isochronism conditions at all. For homogeneous bend-
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Figure 2: Two–sector bending magnets. The high magnetic
field, BH , is equal toa times the low magnetic field,BL,
which is linear withBr[2].

ing magnets the orbit length of thenth orbit is: sn =
2L + 2π pn

Bre (pn is the momentum of thenth orbit). For
the two–sector magnet the orbit length is:

sn = 2L + 2
2Θa + π − 2Θ + (a − 1) sin 2Θ

1 + 1
π (a − 1)(2Θ + sin 2Θ)

pn

Bre
, (6)

which is linear with momentum just as for homogeneous
bending magnets. This implies that the two–sector mag-
nets do not influence isochronism; there is only a different
relation between the resonant magnetic field and momen-
tum.

2 ENERGY VARIATION

Different combinations ofEinj , Ecav andBr can fulfil the
basic microtron Eq. (3) and (4) as well. These three param-
eters can be changed without changes in hardware. The in-
jection energy is provided by the linac, which can be varied
continuously between 6 and 12 MeV. The cavity potential
and resonant magnetic field can be adapted to the injec-
tion energy. The other parameters apparent in equations (3)
and (4) can be kept constant.

The microtron’s extraction energy is given by

Eextract = Einj + 13Ecav, (7)

in whichEcav ≈ 1
2Einj according to Eq. (3). Thus the ex-

traction energy can be varied continuously between about
45 and 90 MeV. But, for lower extraction energies isochro-
nism is violated more severely. An account of this effect is
presented in the next sections.

3 TRANSVERSAL ACCEPTANCE

Energy variation as described in the previous section uses
a constant orbit pattern. This means that all ‘obstacles’ that
limit the transversal acceptance are at the same positions
relative to the beam. Consequently the transversal accep-
tance is not influenced by energy variation.

However, this is not exactly true as the orbit pattern does
not remain exactly constant. The bending radius,ρ, is lin-
ear withγβ. So for high energiesρ is linear withγ, which
is linear with energy. But, for lower energiesβ plays a role
asβ is not linear with energy.

Consider the worst–case situation:Einj = 6 MeV, and
consequentlyEcav ≈ 3 MeV. This means that the energy
in the first orbit is 9 MeV, which meansβ = 0.999. The
relative influence for the bending radiusρ is 1 − β, which
is 0.1%. Asρ ≈ 0.1 m for the first orbit, this means that
δρ ≈ 0.1 mm. This is negligible with respect to the 10 mm
space, which is available for the beam.

Thus the transversal acceptance is not influenced by en-
ergy variation.

4 LONGITUDINAL ACCEPTANCE

The longitudinal acceptance is calculated using Dˆome’s
equations describing the dynamics of the synchrotron
motion[4].

The phaseφn and the energyEn are defined just af-
ter thenth cavity passage. The deviation of the phase
and the energy from the synchronous value are given by
∆φn = φn − φs and∆En = En − Es,n (n = 1, 2, 3, ...),
respectively. The dynamics of the synchrotron motion is
described by the finite difference equations:

∆φn+1 = ∆φn +
2πν∆εn

βn
, (8)

and
(

∆ε

ωs

)
n+1

=
(

∆ε

ωs

)
n

+

+
(

1
ωs

)
n

(
cos(φs + ∆φn+1) − cosφs

cosφs

)
, (9)

with ∆εn = ∆En/Ecav.
However, perfect isochronism is assumed in these equa-

tions. The violation of isochronism as a result of the fact
that the electrons do not exactly have the speed of light (see
Section 1) can be incorporated by adding a term∆φβ,n,
which accounts for this effect, to the right–hand side of
Eq. (8).

The longitudinal acceptance is calculated from Dˆome’s
equations. For a regular grid of combinations of initial de-
viations ∆φ1 and ∆ε1 Dôme’s equations are applied 13
times. If ∆εn remains small during these calculations the
position in longitudinal phase–space is considered as ac-
cepted. The longitudinal acceptance is linear with the ex-
traction energy from 1.0 deg MeV forEextract = 45 MeV
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to 2.1 deg MeV forEextract = 90 MeV. However, the ac-
ceptance plot is not perfectly centred around the origin. It
is more off–centre for lower energies. This implies that
an initial phase off–set and injection–energy off–set have
to be applied. For extremely high energies the longitudi-
nal acceptance stabilizes at about 11 deg MeV, but this is
for extraction energies of about 1 GeV or higher, which is
practically impossible to achieve with the Eindhoven race-
track microtron.

5 SPECTROMETER

When the extraction energy is chosen the injection energy
and cavity potential can be calculated from Eqs. (3) and (7).
The initial phase off–set and injection–energy off–set of
the electron bunches can be determined from longitudinal–
acceptance calculations (see Section 4). Then the injection
energy, the cavity potential and the initial phase off–set are
to be adjusted. The injection energy is determined by the
injection line; the cavity potential by an RF–attenuator; and
the phase by an RF phase–shifter.

The left–hand microtron magnet will be used to measure
these three energy parameters[5]. This magnet is excited
such that the beam is extracted immediately after the first
cavity passage without recirculating in the microtron, see
Fig. 3. The excitation current of the magnet in combination

Standing wave cavity

Ecav cos(φ)

Einj

Einj + Ecav cos(φ)

Figure 3: Left–hand RTM–magnet used as spectrometer.

with the beam–position monitors just before and behind the
magnet give the mean energy of the beam. This energy is
measured for different settings of the phase shifter, which
results in a sine–like form of the energy as a function of
phase,

E = Einj + Ecav cosφ. (10)

The injection energy,Einj , is the mean of the function.
The cavity potential,Ecav, is the amplitude of the harmonic
part. Moreover, the phase–difference,φ, is calibrated.

The absolute measurement accuracy of the ‘spectrome-
ter’ is estimated to be 2%. The relative measurement ac-
curacy is only about 0.2%, as the alignment errors of the
beam–position monitors just before and behind the magnet

and the absolute value of the magnetic field do not influ-
ence the relative accuracy.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Continuous electron–energy variation is very well possible
with the Eindhoven linac–racetrack microtron combination
without changes in hardware. The extraction energy can be
varied between about 45 and 90 MeV. For lower extraction
energies the longitudinal acceptance of the racetrack mi-
crotron decreases as the isochronism conditions are slightly
violated by particle–velocity deviations from the speed of
light. Moreover, the extraction energy cannot be varied dy-
namically as the microtron parameters that have to be var-
ied are not controlled by dynamic control loops.

The injection energy and cavity potential can be mea-
sured within about 2% by using one of the microtron mag-
nets as spectrometer. These measurements are not accurate
enough for proper acceleration in the microtron[2], how-
ever the exact values are not important as long asEcav

Einj

is in agreement with Eq. (3). The relative measurement
accuracy of the spectrometer is estimated to about 0.2%,
which is accurate enough. The resonant magnetic field can
be adapted to the exact values according to Eq. (4).
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